POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, June 24, 2019
Asadha 3, 1941

A power shutdown has been arranged on June 25, 2019 on 11KV Tuem Feeder feeder in order to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Don Bosco School, Souzco Shrimp farm, Sai Baba temple, Soniye Paliem Tuem area.

Similarly on June 25, 2019 on 11 KV Nagzar feeder in order to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Entire area in VP Hankane to Shashi Kumar Crusher

Similarly on June 26, 2019 on 11 KV Nagzar feeder in order to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Entire area from Casarvanem Purva to Hasapur, including VP Ozrim, Halarne-Talerne, Ibrampur-Hankane, Hasapur-Chandel.

Similarly on June 27, 2019 on 11 KV Nagzar feeder in order to carry out urgent maintenance work between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected is entire area under VP Ozrim.
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